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Description Following the proven RadCases format, this new edition offers 100 new cases with high-quality images for self-review and assessment of key interventional radiology knowledge. The first page of each case displays an image and the case presentation; turning the page reveals imaging findings, differential diagnosis, essential facts, pearls, and the actual diagnosis. Each case includes two multiple choice questions that mimic the new format of the board exam. To round out studying and make on-the-go self-testing easier, this edition comes with 350 online cases. For use preparing for course work or for radiology board exams, this practical, straightforward book shows classic cases that demonstrate key diagnostic points for day-to-day interventional radiology.

Sales Hooks
• In order to remain an ideal study guide for the new multiple-choice board exam, the book includes two board-style questions for each case
• This book is unique in the large number of teaching cases it offers; in addition to 100 new cases, it also provides 350 online cases for thorough review
• The two-page spread optimizes learning as it provides space for readers to consider the image before they see the differentials
• Dr. Ferral and Dr. Lorenz are strong educators who incorporate teaching methods into the book
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